
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

YOUR POLICE DEPARTMENT WANTS YOU TO KNOW: 
 

1. Police officers are required to offer you a business card and/or give you a business card, if you ask for 

one. 

 

2. Police officers are allowed to stop and talk to anyone in a public place but must have reasonable 

suspicion to DETAIN you.  If you feel you are being unjustly detained, please cooperate and ask for a 

business card and ask for a supervisor to be present.   

 

3. If you choose to run when you see the police approach, this factor may be used to justify a detention 

because the courts have ruled that fleeing from police officers is inherently suspicious.  The court’s 

concluding paragraph in People v. Souza 9 Cal.4th 224, *235 (Cal. 1994) states, “We conclude that even 

though a person's flight from approaching police officers may stem from an innocent desire to avoid 

police contact, flight from police is a proper consideration-and indeed can be a key factor-in 

determining whether in a particular case the police have sufficient cause to detain.”  

 

4. If you are detained and the officer does not arrest you, they are required to explain to you the reason for 

the detention.  If the officer’s explanation seems unreasonable, request to talk to a supervisor. 

 

5. Officers can search you, your belongings, your car, or your home under the following circumstances: 

 

• With your permission; 

• If you are on probation or parole  

        with a search condition; 

• With a search warrant; 

• Exigent circumstances with probable 

cause (weapons pat-down); 

• If you are arrested; 

• Other hybrid conditions that warrant 

search. 

 

6. If you are 18 years of age or older, officers are only required to “read you your rights” if you are both, in  

        custody and being interrogated.  Officers do not have to “read your rights” during brief detentions such as  

        traffic stops, encounters on the sidewalk or at crime scenes. 

 

7. If you suspect police officer misconduct, you can report in one of several ways:  

 

• Phone the Watch Commander or 

Police    Supervisor - (626) 744-4620; 

• Go to the Police Department and 

fill out a contact form; 

• Fill out the contact form on the 

reverse side of this document and 

turn it into the appropriate community 

center or mail it to the Chief of Police; 

• Make comment directly to the Chief of 

Police (this can be done anonymously) 

via the Department’s website. 

http://www.cityofpasadena.net/police/

 

8. Every police officer is responsible for treating you with dignity and respect.  If you feel that your experience 

doesn’t measure up to this value, the Police Department wants to know.  If you don’t tell us what’s wrong, 

we can’t solve the problem.   
 



  
NAME ____________________________________________________________________________ 
                                            FIRST                                                     MIDDLE                                                 LAST 

 
BIRTHDATE __________________________________________    RACE ________________________   GENDER __________________________ 
                                            MONTH                       DAY                   YEAR 

 
ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                             STREET ADDRESS                                                                  CITY                                     STATE                                         ZIP CODE 

 
HOME PHONE (_______)______________________________________ WORK PHONE (________)______________________________________ 
 
 
WITNESS NAME _______________________________________________________ BIRTHDATE _______________________________________ 
                                   FIRST                                         MIDDLE                                    LAST                                                 MONTH                           DAY                          YEAR 
 
ADDRESS ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                               STREET ADDRESS                                                                  CITY                                      STATE                                      ZIP CODE 
 
HOME PHONE (_______)____________________________________ WORK PHONE (_______)_________________________________________ 
 
 
I WANT TO TELL YOU ABOUT: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                       OFFICER                       I.D. NUMBER                                         OFFICER                                 I.D. NUMBER 
 
INCIDENT _____________________________  TIME ________________  WERE EITHER YOU OR YOUR WITNESS ARRESTED?   YES  NO 
                           MONTH                 DAY               YEAR                                     A.M./P.M. 
 
DETAILS OF CONTACT ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(ATTACH AS MANY ADDITIONAL SHEETS AS NECESSARY – NUMBER EACH PAGE) 

 
IF THIS IS A COMPLAINT, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING: 

 
You have the right to make a complaint against a police officer for any improper police conduct.  California law requires this agency to have a procedure 
to investigate complaints.  You have a right to a written description of this procedure.  This agency may find after the investigation that there is not 
enough evidence to warrant action on your complaint.  Even if that is the case, you have the right to make the complaint and have it investigated if you 
believe an officer behaved improperly.  Any reports or findings relating to a complaint must be retained by this agency for at least five years. 

 
SUPERVISOR’S APPROVAL: I.D. NUMBER DATE/TIME COPY PROVIDED? ID #s 

 
 

  
YES  NO  
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PASADENA POLICE DEPARTMENT 

207 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91101 

 
COMPLIMENT/COMPLAINT FORM 

 

 Compliment      Complaint  
 

 

Date _________________  
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